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Abstract
Flow cell devices have been used extensively in microscopy.

Here, we present a new

development of fluidic devices that can be used with high resolution transient absorption
microscopy in the observation of ultrafast dynamics of solutions, and most importantly, drugmembrane interactions. The evolution of the flow cell devices will be discussed along with
their applications in the study of an antifungal drug, Amphotericin B (AmB). The study
of AmB with transient absorption microscopy in solution, living systems, and its recent
progress on discovering the underlying mechanism of action label-free will be presented. It
is discovered that AmB’s interaction with membranes may be sensitive to environmental
factors, and that changing conditions may affect its mechanism of action. Commercial
Fungizone® solution is also explored and discovered to give different dynamics in solution
over monomeric AmB. Overall, the applications, developments, and improvements of the
flow cell devices, along with the recent studies on AmB and Fungizone will be discussed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Fluidic devices in microscopy are common, however, are most extensively used in bright
field microscopy and uncommon in transient absorption.

This is due to the fact that

commercialized fluidic cell devices are designed to be used on an inverted microscope with
viewing on only one side of the chamber with a single objective, designed for one-time use,
and are not concerned with sterility or adhesion of living systems. These devices are called
“flow cells.” To use these devices in transient absorption, a new design of a flow cell was
needed to run our experiments. Our TAM instrument requires a glass-to-glass flow cell in
where we can focus two high-NA objectives onto the sample, flow our solutions, and sterilize
and functionalize glass for immobilization of living systems, if needed. We began with an
all-glass flow cell device that checked all of the boxes for our requirements for our studies.
This device was then optimized and evolved into an all-plastic design that is robust and built
for long-term use. The evolution and design of these flow cell devices will be discussed in
detail in chapter 2.
One of the most significant reasons why the flow cell devices were developed, was to
study a novel antifungal drug, Amphotericin B. Amphotericin B (AmB), is a polyene-class
antifungal that has been around for over 50 years with very limited amount of resistance
shown.[60] However, with it brings harmful side effects to the patient causing death in the
rarest cases. Therefore, it is only used in the most severe life-threatening fungal infections.
1

Even while AmB has been in existence for such a long period of time, the exact mechanism
of action (MOA) is still unknown to this date. Over the years, many mechanisms have been
proposed in the literature with no ultimate conclusion of how the drug is causing cell death
in fungi.[24, 59, 3] This lack of understanding limits a more targeted approach in the design
of an improved version of the drug. To understand the interaction that this drug may be
having with the living system, traditional microscopy studies would involve the addition of
a bulky fluorescent probe, due to AmB being naturally non-fluorescent and demonstrating a
low quantum yield. With the addition of this probe, the natural interaction of AmB with the
fungi can be altered.[10, 31] However, due to the polyene backbone present in the molecular
structure of AmB, we can study the drug label-free with transient absorption microscopy
(TAM). AmB is a strong absorber of light, which is all that is required for the use of this
technique. The previous and recent results on the study of AmB with TAM will be discussed
in chapter 3. Later on, we also explored commercial Fungizone ® solution which is discussed
in chapter 4.

1.2

Transient Absorption Microscopy

Transient absorption microscopy (TAM) is a nonlinear optical technique that can provide
diffraction limited resolution spatially and femtosecond resolution temporally, by focusing
ultrafast laser pulses through high-NA objectives. The high-NA objectives are necessary to
obtain a tight-focus onto the sample, and to achieve the best resolution possible.[25] This
technique bases its contrast on nonlinear interactions of light with matter.[22] Two ultrafast
laser pulses, which are referred to as the “pump” and “probe” are focused down onto the
sample and overlapped in space. The pump pulse arrives at the sample first and excites the
sample. The probe pulse then follows at a known time delay on a femtosecond (fs) time scale
(10−15 ), to further interact with the sample. Our TAM consists of a mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser oscillator which produces pulses of ∼80 fs at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. Laser systems
with a high-repetition rate are the best for TAM experiments because they give high pulse
energies and can reduce noise.[64] A schematic of our system can be seen in Fig 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of our TAM setup. EOM = electro-optic modulator, Obj =
objective, PCF = photonic crystal fiber, OAP = off-axis parabolic mirror, SLM = spatial
light modulator, BBO = β-barium borate crystal, APD = avalanche photodiode, LIA =
lock-in amplifier.

1.2.1

Instrumentation

The laser produces an output centered around 800 nm but contains 12 nm of bandwidth.
To compress this light the output from the oscillator is first sent through a prism pair to
correct for any dispersion and to ultimately have our pulses as compressed as possible for
the photonic crystal fiber device (PCF). Then, this beam is split into two beams, the pump
and probe.
Dispersion
Dispersion is introduced to the system when traveling through different materials and optics,
where the pulses can get broadened and dispersed in time. We have different optics in place
to correct for different orders of dispersion that are introduced into the system. Prism lines
on the table correct for second and third order of dispersion where second order dispersion
the pulse is delayed with respect to wavelength, and third order dispersion results in pulse

3

propagation. The spatial light modulator (SLM), which will be discussed in the “Probe”
section of 1.2.1 also corrects for higher order dispersion in our system.
Pump
The pump beam is modulated at 26.66 MHz with an electro-optic modulator (EOM) for
detection with our lock-in amplifier (LIA), which can isolate signal from our samples at this
specific frequency. The EOM operates by taking the reference frequency and “pulse picking”
the signal at that same frequency from the input. The EOM is set to pick every third
pulse, which sets the repetition rate to be divided by three which represents the 26.66 MHz
respectively. From here, the pump beam is then sent through a second prism compression
pair to obtain optimal efficiency through a second harmonic generating (SHG) crystal. In
this setup, we are using a β-barium borate (BBO) crystal to frequency-double the 800 nm
output of the oscillator to 400 nm for our Amphotericin B studies. We also have the option of
removing the crystal to pump the sample with 800 nm light, which we also use for compression
methods on our microscope such as second harmonic generation frequency resolved optical
gating (SHG-FROG), co-linear-FROG (cFROG), and cross correlation-FROG (xFROG).[2,
43, 25]
Probe
The probe beam gets sent through a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) which generates
supercontinuum white light.

The dispersive wave is controlled by a power attenuator

consisting of a polarizer and a λ/2 waveplate (not shown).

The dispersive wave is

characterized by the most blue-shifted wavelength emitted by the PCF fiber spectrum and
can be seen in Fig 1.2.[4]
The probe beam then goes through a spatial light modulator (SLM) to correct higher
order dispersion that is introduced by the PCF.[37, 34] Since we are producing a white light
spectrum, dispersion is also introduced by the PCF which separates the different wavelengths
that compose the white light in time. In order to align all of the wavelengths in time, the
pulse shaping line consisting of the SLM is used, which has been described previously in
detail.[19] The SLM is composed of a liquid crystal display (LCD) pixel array that changes
4

Figure 1.2: Spectra of Femtowhite 800 fiber output with varying 800 nm laser power input.
The dispersive wave is pointed to in the 5mW spectra and boxed in blue in the following
spectra.
the refractive index of each pixel that corresponds to each wavelength of light to match them
all in time.[21, 63] From here, to further compress the probe, the beam is sent through a
prism compression pair. The prism compression pair is necessary because the SLM-based
compression line is only able to correct for higher orders of dispersion. Once the beam
leaves the SLM line, the prism line is in place to correct for any second-order dispersion
that remains. The SLM and prism compression line has been previously confirmed to be
beneficial to our studies.[36] The probe light reaches a retroreflector time delay stage, which
is controlled from the data collection computer via software codes written in LabVIEW.
Recombination into the microscope
Then the probe beam is recombined with the pump beam, and both of the beams are focused
through a 1.4 NA objective. The sample is placed on a piezo stage which allows for x-, y-, and
z-scanning of samples for imaging. After hitting the sample, the beams are collected with a
second 1.4 NA objective. Based on our probe wavelength and the high-NA objectives, using

5

Figure 1.3:
Energy diagram showing major processes in transient absorption
microscopy. Excited-state absorption (ESA), Stimulated Emission (SE), and Ground-State
Depletion/Bleach (GSD/B)
resolution equations 1.1 and 1.2, respectively, we can obtain a lateral resolution of ∼220 nm
and an axial resolution of ∼525 nm.[22] Where λ is our probe wavelength of 550 nm, n is
the refractive index of our immersion oil (n=1.518) and NA in all cases is 1.4.
0.54λ
N A0.91

(1.1)

0.89λ
√
n − n2 − N A 2

(1.2)

Rlateral =
Raxial =

The stronger pump beam is then filtered out with a 450 nm long pass filter. The TA
signal is detected by an avalanche photodiode (APD), which was selected for use due to
its high sensitivity and response time.[33] The APD is connected to the LIA which isolates
signal changes at the frequency that is referenced from the EOM (pump line). The lock-in
essentially filters out the signal at this frequency, and then amplifies it.[57] This is to filter
out any background signal by our un-modulated probe beam, and to collect signal coming
from an interaction with the sample. By varying the known time delay (τ ) between the pump
and probe pulse, we can then record this change in absorption/signal (∆A). The response
can then be plotted as a function of the time delay τ and the intensity. From here, we
can then learn about multiple dynamic processes that occur.[8] Major processes that occur
when these laser pulses interact with a sample include excited-state absorption, stimulated
emission, and ground-state depletion/bleach as can be seen in Fig 1.3.[8]
6

1.3

Amphotericin B

Amphotericin B has been around for over 50 years helping patients who require treatment
from life threatening fungal infections.[60] This medication is important because fungal
infections are a serious threat to society causing an estimated one million deaths worldwide
per year.[16] Despite advances in the synthesis of modern medicine, the mortality rate for
fungal infections is still rising.[11] The underlying issue of the severity of fungal infections
is the resistance growing against these medications. Antifungal resistance is where fungi
develop the ability to alter their responsivity to these medications and can quickly become
resistant to new drugs that are being developed.[45, 40]
Amphotericin B (AmB) is a very effective antifungal that has shown limited amounts
of resistance over its lifetime but has a plethora of unpleasant side effects leading up to
death.[50] Due to these lethal side effects, AmB is most often used as a patient’s “last
resort” for survival.[6] Because of the harmful outcomes of AmB, different formulations have
been developed to lessen the toxicity of the drug. These include an AmB lipid complex
(ribbon-like structures), AmB colloidal dispersion (disc-like structures), and liposomal AmB
(liposome structure).[5, 28] These formulations of phospholipid carriers are great for reducing
the risk of mortality and toxicity; however, higher doses of these formulations must be given
to the patient because the efficacy of the drug has now decreased severalfold.[20] To help
alleviate the side effects or implement AmB’s power into new drug formulations, it is crucial
to gain a better understanding of how AmB acts with fungi on the molecular level. AmB has
been proposed to interact with the fungal cells in three unique mechanisms as shown in Fig
1.4. In the first mechanism (a), the drug binds to ergosterol and forms a “pore/ion channel”
where essential cations (K+ , Ca2+ , etc.) leak across the membrane and flow out of the cell
causing it to die.[24] In the second proposed mechanism (b), AmB is internalized into the
cell and induces the accumulation of radical oxygen species causing cell death.[59] The third
mechanism (c) is proposed to happen by the drug aligning itself parallel to the outer layer
of the membrane and acting as a “sterol sponge,” seizing ergosterol and then destabilizing
the cell membrane leading to death.[3]

7

Figure 1.4: Model of the three proposed mechanisms for AmB, (a) “pore/ion channel”
mechanism, (b) intracellular accumulation of reactive oxygen species, (c) “sterol sponge”,
ergosterol sequestration

Figure 1.5: Structure of Amphotericin B with the chromophore highlighted in red
To complete a traditional fluorescence microscopy study of AmB, a fluorescent probe is
added to the drug as it is weakly fluorescent.[10, 31] The addition of fluorescent labels to
AmB has been shown to be disruptive to the original molecule, especially in small molecules
such as AmB where the fluorescent label is often larger than the molecule itself.[53] There
are also concerns of the probe interfering with the natural mechanism-of-action (MOA). For
example, a study by Zumbuehl et al., has demonstrated an Amphotericin B-Fluorescein
conjugate which can be fluorescently detected, yet has shown to completely lack toxic effects
on yeast cell growth.[67]
However, AmB is a polyene antifungal and contains a chromophore as shown in Fig 1.5,
which is different from other common antifungals such as flucytosine, which is a cyclic-type
antifungal.[62] Because of this polyene, and because TAM only requires the molecule of
interest to absorb light, we can use TAM to study this distinctive antifungal label-free. This
8

is one of the many advantages of using TAM over traditional fluorescence which would use
a bulky-probe attached to AmB. The advantages of using TAM include the ability to nondestructively monitor AmB label-free, and excellent spatial and temporal resolution due
to the use of high-NA objectives in our instrument. Results have already been obtained
with our instrument using AmB in solution both in its monomeric state and aggregated
state, and imaging studies have been attempted. In this thesis, studies on observing excited
state dynamics of Amphotericin B in solution and attempts to image its drug-membrane
interactions with living and model systems will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 2
Flow Cell Devices
2.1

Introduction

Transient absorption microscopy as previously mentioned, involves focusing two ultrafast
laser pulses of light onto a sample. To do this, especially with a liquid solution, an apparatus
is needed to maintain the liquid in solution for the time being while it is over the sample
position on our microscope. These apparatuses are commonly known as “flow cells,” and
commonly consist of a chamber or channel where the solution is present, ports for flowing,
and then an area where it can be viewed on a microscope. Flow cell devices are often used
in microscopy; however, commercially available flow cell devices are not compatible for the
types of experiments that we carry out in our lab. For our studies and experiments, we
needed a flow cell device that had the following qualities:
1. Maintained the liquid in solution and could be flowed over the focal spot
2. Allowed for high-NA objectives with a small working distance to be used
3. Can be sterilized and functionalized for living system studies
4. Was inexpensive and can be used multiple times
We required the solution to be flowing over the focal spot of our system due to
photobleaching.

If we had a static solution sitting over our focal spot, over time the
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sample will result in photobleaching and ultimately reduced signal and unreliable data.
Photobleaching of a sample is when the sample has been exhausted of its capabilities to
interact with light.[52] The molecule succumbs to photon-induced chemical damage and
will no longer give off signal. Published evidence has shown that photobleaching is more
rapid under two-photon excitation rather than traditional one-photon microscopy, and is
why this is of importance to us.[56] There is also a concern of thermal issues when observing
a liquid sample, and a static sample could be drying out in the chamber or being altered by
the heat of the laser being focused on one spot for a long period of time. The flow of the
solution will combat both of these issues. Using two high-NA objectives requires space for the
objectives to focus due to the small working distance (∼ 0.26 mm), along with thin coverglassto-coverglass—not offered by any commercial manufacturer. Other types of commercially
available flow cell devices were used in our lab but were shown to give off background signals
that are intrusive to our studies. They also were not made to be observed on both sides,
one side was cover glass, but the other was a plastic material such as polycarbonate.[51] For
example, the Ibidi ® sticky-Slide Luer product was the first commercial flow cell device to
be tested. The top piece of the flow cell was made out of a material that the company would
not disclose, but it was assumed to be some type of plastic material as it was disclosed to
melt at 140° F. This also prohibited us from autoclaving the device to maintain sterility for
our living system studies. The underside of this slide was “sticky” and contained an adhesive
to attach a thin-coverglass to finish the channel. The device did flow properly, however the
adhesive was also unknown to us and could not be validated it would not disintegrate with
solvents. The ultimate reason why these did not succeed, was the background signal that
was obtained from the “plastic” top part of the device. The device itself gave off transient
absorption signal even when no solution was present. This commercial device was also quite
thick, and at the time we were not using as high of a numerical aperture for our objectives,
so this was not an issue. To overcome the issues of the working distances of our highNA objectives an all-glass coverslip-to-coverslip flow cell device was designed and will be
discussed in detail in section 2.3.1. A schematic of this device can be seen in Fig 2.1 and in
Fig 2.2. This flow cell has a cut-out specifically for our objectives to allow for the 0.26 mm
working distance between them. The third reasoning of why we created our own device was
11

Figure 2.1: Glass Flow Cell

Figure 2.2: Side View of Glass Flow Cell
due to the living systems we study. In order to use the devices for living systems, we need
to maintain sterility of all components, along with the capability to functionalize the glass
where the cells will be placed to immobilize them. With the glass device we designed, we can
ethanol sterilize the glass base of the device, and then place an autoclaved and functionalized
coverglass over containing the immobilized cells and continue with the experiment. After
use, the coverglass can be removed from the supporting glass and be disposed of properly in
biological waste, and the supporting glass can be bleached and rinsed with ethanol. The last
and final reason why we developed our own device, was due to cost. The commercial devices
available through Ibidi® are one-time use due to the adhesive and are only available as a
pack of 15 and cost $240 per pack. We can produce our own glass devices for a fraction of
the cost due to the reusability of the devices and the parts used to produce them over time.
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2.2

Motivation

Once developed, we planned to use these devices in a variety of ways. One way and the most
commonly used to this date on our lab, is to observe dynamics of molecules. We do this by
flowing a solution through our flow cell device, using a syringe pump to control the flow,
and placing the flow cell onto the microscope stage and securing with double-sided tape for
use. We also use the device for pump pulse compression and for flowing drugs over living
and model systems for observing drug-membrane interactions when imaging the respective
systems. Down the road, this all-glass flow cell system lead to daily breaking and ultimately
lots of down time in the lab and more time spent making the devices than actually using
them. This led us to design a more permanent device to be used. The more permanent
device is machined by our in-house machine shop out of Delrin material, and is re-usable,
saving much time in the lab. Details about each type of cell will be described in section 2.3.

2.3
2.3.1

Devices
Glass Flow Cell

With the help of Dr. Christopher Baker in the UTK chemistry department, the glass flow
cell was designed to have a cut out for our high-NA objectives, two ports (sample inlet and
outlet) for flow, a glass-to-glass design for the solution, and a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
layer between the supporting glass slide and the first glass coverslip layer in order to bond
the pieces together and add support. The glass parts were purchased from Fisher Scientific,
the ports were purchased from IDEX, Inc. and the PDMS from Stockwell Elastomerics. The
corresponding part numbers for the components are listed in Table 2.1.
These components remained consistent throughout the usage of the glass flow cell devices
in the lab and were used to make many glass flow cell devices over the course of a few months
until the time-consuming process became a productivity issue. The procedure of how the
glass device was made can be seen below. In short, it consists of a 2” × 3” glass microscope
slide, a layer of PDMS to bond the glass together, then a 2” × 3” coverglass piece.
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Table 2.1: Glass Flow Cell Components
Component
Description
Vendor
Item Number
Glass
2”× 3” Plain Glass Microslides
Fisher Scientific
12-550C
Coverslip
Ted Pella Inc Coverglass 2”× 3”
Fisher Scientific
NC0279614
PDMS
0.010” thick liquid silicone
Stockwell Elastomerics
HT6240
Ports
NanoPort Assembly
IDEX, Inc
N-333
Silicone
Clear Silicone Waterproof Sealant
Loctite
908570

Procedure for Glass Flow Cell
1. A Dremel® drill device was used with the Flex-Shaft attachment to free-hand cut out
the square in the middle of the 2”×3” supporting glass side layer which is submerged
in a water bath after an outline was traced. This is shown in Fig 2.3[1]. This cut-out
is important, as this is where our collection objective is allowed to focus down onto the
sample flowing.
2. The cut slides are then rinsed with deionized (DI) water and then placed in a 250-mL
beaker along with the large glass coverslips and then covered completely with 190-proof
ethanol (Decon™ Labs). The cut slides are shown in Fig 2.3[2]
3. After submersion, the supporting glass slides and the coverslips are placed in a sonicator
bath under the 190-proof ethanol at 40kHz and sonicated for five minutes. The bath
can be seen in Fig 2.3[3]
4. After sonication, the glass and coverslips are rinsed quickly with acetone and isopropyl
alcohol and are blown dry with nitrogen until spot and dust free. The process can
be seen in Fig 2.3[4]. This step is to ensure the glass is free of any organic residue
and is completely clean and ready for plasma bonding. If this step was not followed
thoroughly the glass would not be clean enough to bond to the PDMS properly and
result in a weakly formed flow cell device.
5. The PDMS was cut to a 2”× 3” rectangle to fit the glass from a sheet roll The first
protective layer is peeled off and placed facing up, along with the glass slide into a
plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma PDC-001-HP) set to “HI” and was let to “clean” for
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approximately five minutes. The inside of the plasma chamber along with the cut glass
and PDMS can be seen in Fig 2.4[5].
6. After cleaning, the PDMS and the glass slide were placed together, and gentle pressure
was applied ensuring contact between all places was made. Note the upper right corner
of Fig 2.4[6] where pressure has not been applied yet and there is still bonding needed,
while in in the lower left corner the pieces become clear once bonded.
7. The bonded piece was then placed on a hot plate set to 80° C for five minutes. This
is to ensure the bond sets properly and any air bubbles dissipate out. This process is
shown in Fig 2.4[7].
8. After cooling, the inner square and any excess PDMS was cut with a razor blade and
removed. This step is shown in Fig 2.4[8]. Caution is to be taken when removing the
inner square to not scrape or break the glass when removing the inner PDMS.
9. The remaining protective layer on the PDMS is removed and placed face up along with
the coverslip in the plasma cleaner chamber and cleaned on “HI” for five minutes. This
is shown in Fig 2.5[9], the purple glow is from the plasma cleaner when it is set to the
“on” position.
10. The same procedure was followed in regard to gentle pressure and placing the bonded
piece on the hot plate as shown in Fig 2.5[10].
11. Two holes were then drilled approximately 1/4” away from the square on both sides
through all layers of glass with an 80-grit diamond coated 1/16” bit. This step is
shown in Fig 2.5[11]. This is to allow the ports to be placed and for the solution to
flow through the chamber.
12. Once the holes are drilled, the ports were then centered and hand-siliconed onto the
supporting glass slide with quick grip clamps and let to cure overnight. This is shown
in Fig 2.5[12]. We use silicone instead of epoxy, which is more commonly used, because
silicone is more solvent resistant for our uses. DMSO will dissolve epoxy and we use
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this solvent quite often. Once cured, the flow cell is now ready for the final piece of
1”× 3” coverglass.
13. A flow channel is cut from solvent resistant tape listed in Table 2.2 by a Cricut®
device. The channel can be customized for the study, but most traditionally we use a
single channel 2.25” by 0.25”. Shown in Fig 2.6[13].
14. Once cut, this channel is centered on the ports of the large glass flow cell base and
gentle pressure is applied to adhere the first layer of the double sided solvent resistant
tape. Shown in Fig 2.6[14].
15. The second protective layer of the solvent resistant tape is removed [A] and the 1”× 3”
coverglass is applied over the tape layer and gentle pressure is applied again to adhere
the coverglass [B]. Shown in Fig 2.6[15A] and [15B].
When ready to use, the microfluidic tubing is screwed into the siliconed ports with parts
from IDEX, Inc. listed in Table 2.2 and the flow cell is attached to the microscope stage
with 3M™ double-sided tape and is ready to flow solution. A schematic of the flow cell can
be seen in Fig 2.1 and Fig 2.2. After use, nitrogen gas is used to dry any remaining solvent
in the flow channel. The tubing and connectors removed, and the glass is placed in a soapy
water bath on a hot plate set to 80° C for a few minutes to allow the adhesive to loosen. This
is to ensure the final coverslip is loosened enough, to lessen damage to the bonded coverslip.
After soaking, the final coverslip is carefully removed with a razor blade and placed in the
broken glass receptacle.
Table 2.2: Fluidic Components for Devices
Component
NanoTight™ PEEK for 1/16” OD
FEP Tubing 1/16” OD
Female LuerTight™ Fitting 1/16” OD
Solvent Resistant Tape, 0.0039” thick
Permanent Double Sided tape
Coverglass #1.5H D 263 M Schott Glass
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Vendor
Item Number
IDEX, Inc.
F-333N
IDEX, Inc.
1520L
IDEX, Inc.
P-835
McMaster-Carr
HT6240
3M™
665
Ibidi
10812

Figure 2.3: Procedure of the glass flow cell, steps 1-4

Figure 2.4: Procedure of the glass flow cell, steps 5-8
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Figure 2.5: Procedure of the glass flow cell, steps 9-12

Figure 2.6: Procedure of the glass flow cell, steps 13-15
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2.3.2

Permanent Flow Cells

The glass flow cell was beneficial at first, however, we realized that the glass flow cell
succumbed to breakage. The glass flow cell would often break when removing the final
coverslip that completed the flow channel. We removed the final coverslip from the glass
base for a variety of reasons, the most important being our living system studies. We need
to remove and disinfect the device from contact with the cells, and this is done by removing
the glass and discarding in biohazardous waste. A second reason why we remove the final
coverslip, is degradation of the solvent resistant tape used to adhere it to the glass base.
While the tape is “solvent resistant” it is not fully solvent proof. This leads to the tape
dissolving over time and the coverslip needing to be replaced due to the seal of the channel
being compromised. When removing this glass coverslip, if not careful enough, it can cause
a crack in the coverslip bonded to the glass base which compromises the whole flow cell.
Because of this, we decided to come up with a more permanent option that would last
longer and for multiple uses in the lab. This version added in a second layer of PDMS that
had a laser-cut channel, instead of having to scrape and remove the second coverslip channel
after each use. This permanent version was advantageous being that it only needed to be
rinsed with solvent and nitrogen after use and could be used with a variety of solvents with
no degradation to the PDMS channel. However, it is disadvantageous because there is no
way to completely sterilize the channel or functionalize the glass coverslip to immobilize cells
to the channel for living system studies. The second version of the permanent flow cell is a
completely different concept in where the piece is machined out of a chemically and thermally
resistant material, reusable, and will not break upon use. The details of each “permanent”
model will be described in detail below.
Glass PDMS Permanent Flow Cell
As previously mentioned, this version of permanent flow cell is a modification of the glass
flow cell in 2.3.1. This more permanent version contains a second bonding step where a laser
cut layer of PDMS replaces the double-sided tape layer for the flow channel. It is bonded
to a second coverglass instead of having to scrape and replace the second coverslip where
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Figure 2.7: Laser Cut PDMS Layer
breakage issues were occurring previously. The laser cutter used was in Dr. Christopher
Baker’s lab in the UTK Chemistry Department. The outline of the cut used for this layer
can be seen in Fig 2.7. Once bonded, the same ports used in the all-glass flow cell from
IDEX, Inc., were placed and siliconed onto the large glass slide and dried overnight. Before
use, the microfluidic tubing was screwed into the silicone ports and the flow cell was adhered
to the microscope stage using 3M™ double-sided tape. After use, the PDMS “permanent”
glass flow cell is simply cleared with nitrogen gas, rinsed with acetone, and then dried with
nitrogen again for the next usage. Using this permanent glass flow cell with PDMS led to
great success in the lab for flowing solutions. However as mentioned, these devices were not
optimal for cell studies because they could not be completely sterilized. We also realized
that breakage was becoming another issue with them, and because of the second layer of
bonding and laser cutting, the process became time-consuming. Once these broke, due to
the extra bonding and drilling needed, production time led to a couple of hours per device.
This inspired us to create a design that was not reliant on glass and to move toward a less
breakable material that was still thermal and chemically resistant which will be described
below.
Machined Permanent Flow Cell
After some preliminary research on materials and a consultation with our in-house machinists
Timothy Free and Danny Hackworth, we came up with a design to machine a base for the
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Figure 2.8: Machined Flow Cell out of Delrin® material
flow cell out of Delrin® material. This base is similar in size to a 25mm x 75mm glass slide,
with some extra room for support. The edges are beveled to fit the collection objective, and
the ports used from IDEX, Inc. that are normally siliconed onto the glass-based devices are
no longer needed because the machined base is already built up and threaded as necessary to
fit the screw-in tubing ports for flow. When ready to use the permanent flow cell, a 25mm x
75mm coverslip is adhered to the base with two strips of 3M™ double-sided tape. After this,
the Dremel® is used to drill the holes needed to flow into this first coverslip. The flow cell
is now dried with nitrogen and rinsed with acetone and ethanol to remove and excess glass
dust residue from drilling. A Cricut® flow cell channel made out of the solvent resistant
tape is now placed onto the coverglass and gentle pressure is applied to adhere the first part
of the tape. The second layer is removed and a second piece of coverglass is placed onto the
tape creating the flow channel. Gentle pressure is applied once again to form the channel
and to ensure a tight seal. The flow cell is now ready for use, where the microfluidic tubing
can be screwed directly into the built-in ports on the device. This flow cell is also adhered
to the microscope stage with 3M™ double-sided tape. This base holds up well against a
variety of solutions, solvents, and heat, and has been used for almost a year with no signs
of degradation. The Delrin flow cell device can be seen in Fig 2.8. In the Delrin based
permanent flow cell, all glass is removed after each use, which only takes a few seconds to do
and ensures no left-over solution from a previous use, and also ensures and living cells are
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Figure 2.9: Pulse compression scan applied to a Gaussian fit resolving a FWHM of 73.5 fs
properly removed and disposed of. A razor blade is used to remove both glass layers from
the base. To remove any residual adhesive, the device is placed in an acetone bath for a few
minutes and the adhesive is gently scraped off again with the razor blade.

2.3.3

Pulse Compression

As mentioned previously, one reason for creating a more permanent flow cell device is for
flowing carbon disulfide (CS2 ) to optimize pulse compression and to get the instrument
response. This solvent gives a non-resonant signal when pumped with 400 nm light and
probed with 550 nm light.[55] This process only occurs when the pulses are overlapped
temporally and spatially. However, CS2 is known to have a strong odor and also rapidly
evaporates. Previously, a small amount of CS2 would be sandwiched between two glass
coverslips and placed to use on the microscope to obtain our TAM measurements. However,
because CS2 evaporates rapidly, this method could not suffice for the time period required
to run the genetic evolution program with the spatial light modulator (SLM) which we use
to compress the light.
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In the genetic evolution model, the TA intensity signal of CS2 is run through a LabVIEW
code. The code takes the signal output from the LIA and applies a phase to the SLM device,
which will in-turn increase or decrease signal. The code “evolves,” meaning once an increase
in signal is found, it will go with these parameters and keep improving.[47, 65, 41, 48] This
is ran for multiple generations until signal improvements start to increase and then stabilize.
With the permanent Delrin-based flow cell, the stability and robustness of the new device
led to more replicable and stable scans for pulse compression, while lessening the negative side
effects of the exposed solvent. Pulse compression is important for TAM studies, especially
when studying the lifetimes of molecules. An instrument response is needed to properly fit
the data to get out the exponential lifetime of the sample that was measured. An example
of a pulse compression scan that gives the instrument response and how the data is fit can
be seen in Fig 2.9. The data is fit to a Gaussian with one exponential and resulted in a full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of 73.5 fs.
Many factors in the lab cannot be controlled, such as temperature and humidity, all
which can affect the laser. Checking compression daily can lead to better knowledge of the
collected data and better understanding of the results. The development of a more robust
way to flow CS2 over our microscope has led to a faster way to check compression each day
before experiments are conducted.

2.3.4

Studying Ultrafast Dynamics

Along with using flow cells to aid in pulse compression, they are used to flow solutions for
studying ultrafast dynamics with TAM. The flow cell allows for fresh solution to flow through
the focal spot of the TAM system which helps minimize photobleaching to the sample.[52]
The flow cells have been used to optimize the TAM system with IR-144 laser dye, while
pumping with 800 nm light, and β-carotene, while pumping with 400 nm light as seen in
Fig 2.10.[36] Here, the data was fit to a single exponential from Zewail, et al.[66] to resolve
a lifetime of ∼9.5 ps. These solutions have been previously studied with TA, verifying that
the instrument is operating correctly and efficiently.[42, 46]
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Figure 2.10: Data and fit of a TA scan of 500µM β-carotene in acetone. Fit to single
exponential resolving a lifetime of ∼9.5 ps.
Most importantly, the antifungal drug Amphotericin B (AmB) has been studied with
TAM using these flow cell devices. More detail about the studies taken place with AmB will
be discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3.5

Studying Drug-Membrane Interactions

The flow cells can also be used in the study of drug-membrane interactions in both living and
model systems. Because of the thin channel in the device, model and living yeast cells can
be immobilized onto the interior of the flow channel while introducing the drug through the
port via a syringe pump for monitoring the interactions in real-time with TAM. The ability
to introduce the drug while simultaneously monitoring the interactions on our TAM system
was a great step in the progress of our AmB project. How this was done will be discussed
in-detail in Chapter 3.
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Table 2.3: Flow Cell Comparison
Flow Cell Model
All Glass
PDMS
Permanent
Delrin
Permanent

2.4

Advantage
• Allows for tight-focus with high-NA objectives
• Allows for use of cells in the flow channel
• Allows for tight-focus with high-NA objectives
• Allows for tight-focus with high-NA objectives
• Allows for use of cells in the flow channel
• Efficient for removing and replacing glass
• No mess with silicone on ports

Disadvantage
• Easily broken when cleaned
• Time-consuming to manufacture
• Easily broken when not handled carefully
• Does not allow for cell studies
• Can not be sterilized completely
• Can not be made independently in the lab

Conclusion

Flow cell devices have been shown to be beneficial to TAM in a variety of ways. Having
this piece of equipment is crucial in the study of ultrafast dynamics of solutions, to probe
excited states of molecules and study their lifetimes. They are also important in the study
of drug-membrane interactions. The ability to introduce a drug to a living or model system
slowly while observing the response of the system in this flow cell device was very beneficial
to our lab. In this work, the new device that was developed led to overcoming the challenges
that the all-glass devices had. The new Delrin based device overcame the challenges of
background signals, breakage, and comes with reliability and a more robust and permanent
design. Having this new design has led to greater productivity, more options for experiments,
and better cleanliness in the lab. A comparison of the flow cells produced in our lab can be
seen in Table 2.3. The opportunity to have a more robust design now opens the doors to
many more studies that can take place with these devices.
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Chapter 3
Transient absorption studies of
Amphotericin B
3.1

Motivation

As mentioned previously in section 1.3, the mechanism of AmB has been debated significantly
over the years.[24, 59, 3, 30, 49, 14] This lack of understanding of the mechanism limits a
more targeted approach in the design of an improved version of the drug to lessen its severe
side effects. Three models have been proposed in the literature with no actual conclusion
on how the drug is causing cell death in fungi. Traditional optical microscopy studies of
the drug by fluorescence are not possible, due to AmB having a low quantum yield (φ =
0.0006).[31] The quantum yield, as shown in equation 3.1 of a molecule is defined by the
number of photons emitted over the number of photons absorbed.
φ=

# of photons emitted
# of photons absorbed

(3.1)

A typical fluorescent molecule such as fluorescein, has a quantum yield of φ = 0.97,
demonstrates that AmB is very weakly fluorescent.[58] In AmB, the drug would require
a bulky fluorescent probe that could possibly affect the natural interaction of AmB with
fungi due to these probes being almost as large as the molecule itself.[53, 67] However,
the polyene in AmB, gives us the ability to study the molecule label-free with transient
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absorption microscopy (TAM). Due to this debate, the efforts in our lab have been aimed to
resolve how AmB is interacting with living systems, and ultimately image the interaction in
vitro.

3.2

Ultrafast Dynamics

To study the interaction of Amphotericin B with the membranes of both living and model
systems, we first had to obtain a valid signal response from the drug with our TAM system.
This started the study around a known carotenoid system, β-carotene. A carotenoid is a
natural pigment found in fruits and vegetables that is characterized by a polyene backbone.[7]
AmB also contains a polyene backbone similar to β-carotene, however, shorter in length. βcarotene has been studied previously with TAM using a 400 nm pump pulse followed by a
550 nm probe pulse, which has been shown to give intense signal due to its characteristic
polyene backbone.[61] These wavelengths were selected for AmB, because it also contains a
similar backbone as seen previously in Fig 1.5, just differing in length. In β-carotene, the
absorption of blue-green light corresponds to the transition from the ground state (S0 ) to
the second singlet excited state (S2 ). Due to molecule symmetry, the transition from the
S0 to the first excited state (S1 ) is not possible.[42] When in the S2 state, the molecule
rapidly relaxes to the lower excited state (S1 ) by internal conversion and populates the S1
state within ∼195 femtoseconds.[38] From here, the S1 state now relaxes to the S0 ground
state on a slower picosecond timescale, ∼10 ps. We have seen AmB participate in similar,
however slower, excited state dynamics than β-carotene. This has also been cited in the
literature but not extensively proven.[31, 32] Our AmB studies started by following previous
work as mentioned above on β-carotene. We obtained signal using our TA system with a
400 nm pump pulse and a 550 nm probe pulse, following the same conditions for β-carotene
and can be seen in Fig 3.1. The fitting of the data is also shown in Fig 3.1 and was fit
to a single exponential from Zewail, et al.[66] to resolve a lifetime of approx. 300 ps which
corresponds with previous fluorescence lifetime studies of the drug.[32] The experimental
conditions tested have been described previously, which consist of a 400 nm pump pulse and
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Figure 3.1: TA scan of 100 µM Amphotericin B in DMSO. Fit to a single exponential
resolving a lifetime of ∼300 ps
a 550 nm probe pulse.[35] We have studied various concentrations of AmB previously as low
as 25 µM with these conditions.

3.3

Imaging the drug-membrane interaction on living
systems

After understanding how AmB interacts with the TAM system, its interactions with living
systems was investigated. These studies aimed to gain a better understanding of how the
drug interacts with living systems, more specifically, the fungus Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
S. cerevisiae was chosen as it is one of the most-studied experimental organisms.[12, 39]

3.3.1

Previous studies

In the studies performed by Kevin Higgins, a previous graduate student in the lab, results
showed clusters appearing after incubating AmB with S. cerevisiae as shown in Fig 3.2.[35]
In this study, the cells were immobilized onto the coverslip with a 1:1 solution of 2 mg/mL
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Figure 3.2: TAM image of the S. cerevisiae cell in YPD media interacting with 50 µM
AmB taken 90 minutes after drug was introduced. Red signal is autofluorescence and green
signal is arising from TA. Scale bar is 2µm. From ref. [35]

Figure 3.3: X-Z TAM images of 250µM AmB interacting with an S. cerevisiae cell. (A)
Autofluorescence image locating the cell, (B) TAM image to locate the AmB appearing as
a bright dot , (C) overlay of the two images to show where the AmB is located within the
cell. All scale bars are 2 µm. From ref. [35]
concanavalin A (ConA) and 0.1% poly-l-lysine solution.

The cells were “sandwiched”

between to pieces of coverglass and placed onto the microscope. This was then attempted to
be verified with a z-type scan on a piezo stage in Fig 3.3. Here, the cells were immobilized
to the bottom coverslip of a flow cell and YPD media and AmB are flowing over the cells.
The outline of the cell in Fig 3.3 A is not clearly defined, however, it can be seen that
the AmB is shown as a bright cluster, but without the full 3D scan the location can not
be confirmed. These were interesting results because this possibly demonstrated clusters
of AmB internalizing into the cells.

The previous studies all yielded the same results

demonstrating clusters of AmB present.
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Figure 3.4: [A] S. cerevisiae cell with 250µM AmB/YPD solution flowing over in glass flow
cell device. Scale bar is 2µm. [B] TA time-trace scan of the red boxed area on [A] TA data
is fit to a double exponential resulting in a shorter lifetime component of 5.1 ps and a longer
component of ∼37 ps.

3.3.2

Recent studies

The imaging studies of AmB were revisited recently due to the unconfirmed explanation
of the clusters and the inability to consistently reproduce the results seen previously. The
previous results were obtained with unpolarized light into the microscope, and were rare to
obtain. If they were obtained, the clusters would appear. If no signal was present for that
experiment, there was no results. The recent studies included using the flow cell devices to
introduce the drug over time. Initial flow cell studies with S. cerevisiae and AmB produced
interesting results. As shown above in Fig 3.4A, there is a rise of signal to the right of
the cell, shown in a smooth formation possibly suggesting a membrane accumulation. The
TA scan shown in Fig 3.4B verifies a TAM signal giving a lifetime from this “lighted-up”
area, possibly demonstrating AmB. This data was fit to a second exponential from Zewail,
et al.[66] and resolved a shorter lifetime component of 5.1 ps and a longer component of
∼37 ps. While this lifetime does not directly correspond to AmB, since the drug was in a
water-based cell media and was aggregated, the aggregated lifetimes may tend to be shorter
than previously seen in monomeric solution. This is also shown later in section 4.3 where
the data in Fig 4.4 was also fit to a similar lifetime and is known to be aggregated in
solution. When looking at this data, it is also important to note that this accumulation was
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Figure 3.5: (A) Brightfield image of S. cerevisiae of image (B). (B) TAM image of the cells
interacting with 250 µM AmB after 30-minute incubation, scale bar is 2 µm. Cells grown
in LFM and immobilized with poly-l-lysine and ConA mixture. (C) TAM image of cells
interacting with 250 µM AmB after 30-minute incubation, scale bar is 2 µm. Cells grown in
LFM and immobilized with ConA only. (D) Same location as (C), but time delay set to a
time delay before signal. Bright spots in the TAM images (B, C) are TA signal spots arising
from the AmB.
also seen in the direction of flow in the flow cell chamber. It can not be concluded that the
accumulation was actually interacting with the membrane or accumulating simply due to the
flow of drug in this direction. Along with flow cell studies, other parameters such as media
choice and immobilization method were changed to further study the drug. With these new
parameters, different results were seen from the previous studies mentioned in section 3.3.1.
Media was changed due to an abundance of background fluorescence given in yeast-peptonedextrose (YPD) media when imaging cells with the TAM system. To combat this issue, a
low fluorescent media (LFM) was used which gives less background fluorescence. The LFM
is made in-house from a readily available protocol from the University of Wisconsin-Madison
and S. cerevisiae has been shown to grow comparatively to YPD media.[44]
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Figure 3.6: Image of the autofluorescence setup on the TAM microscope under the
excitation objective. On the left, the 40 mm lens which focuses onto the fiber can be
seen. On the right, the magnetic mount that holds the 472 nm dichroic that reflects the
autofluorescence to the PMT. The solid blue line represents the 400 nm light and the dashed
blue line represents the reflected autofluorescence
Using the flow method, we experienced AmB crashing out of solution over time when
flowing over the cells. Due to the issue in inconsistencies with the flow on the cells and the
instability of the AmB solution, the “sandwiching” method was revisited. In this recent study
shown in Fig 3.5, the cells were grown in LFM media at 30°C overnight and diluted to 0.05
OD600 and let grow to the log phase at 0.2 OD600 . Cells were then immobilized with a 0.1%
poly-l-lysine:ConA solution. The bright spots in Fig 3.5B are from AmB signal. Here, we see
clusters as shown previously, but can not conclude whether AmB may be aggregating and/or
inserting itself into the membrane of S. cerevisiae in Fig 3.5B. However, when compared to
Fig 3.5A, which is a brightfield image, the bright spots in Fig 3.5B may correlate to the
membrane. When the same LFM media is used with only ConA immobilization method,
different results can be seen. In Fig 3.5C, instead of clusters a membrane-like circular
shape can be seen, this can possibly correlate with one of the membrane models mentioned
previously. The bright spots are confirmed to be TA signal of AmB by changing the time
delay to before pulse overlap and noticing that these bright signal spots disappear in Fig 3.5D.
From these new studies, results differ from the previous data shown in section 3.3.1. This
may be due to a change in media, or the immobilization method. Ultimately, at this point,
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Figure 3.7: [A] Brightfield image of S. cerevisiae cell [B] Autofluorescence image of S.
cerevisiae cell of the red boxed area on [A], scale bar is 2µm
we can not conclude where AmB is interacting with S. cerevisiae and further investigations
with more control studies need to take place.
When these studies were not conclusive, the autofluorescence capabilities were modified
back into the TAM system for future studies. This autofluorescence setup is different than
the previous version, due to the ability to maintain polarization and the ability to easily
collect autofluorescence and TAM data simultaneously. The previous autofluorescence setup
was collected below the laser input to the microscope and was simply collected with a silver
mirror onto the PMT. This new setup results in a cleaner signal by only reflecting the
desired wavelengths, and also has the ability to remove and install the optics whenever
needed since the dichroic mirror is placed on a magnetic mount. Since S. cerevisiae naturally
autofluoresce, building this back in to the system will help to confirm some of the future
data. In collection of the autofluorescence data, the 550 nm probe beam is blocked to the
sample, and the 400 nm pump beam is allowed to reach the cells. A 473 nm band-pass
dichroic mirror is placed below the excitation objective to allow for the 400 nm light to pass
through and the 472 nm autofluorescence of S. cerevisiae to be reflected to a photon-counting
photomultiplier tube (PMT). The signal is reflected onto a 40 mm lens and focused onto a
fiber which is then coupled into a lens tube on the PMT where it is “cleaned up” with a
472/30 band-pass filter and focused onto the PMT detector with a 35mm lens. Alignment
of the PMT was completed with TetraSpeck™ beads to achieve the highest photon count.
After alignment of the PMT, S. cerevisiae were grown and immobilized onto a glass coverslip
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with ConA solution only. A second glass coverslip was placed over and “sandwiched” on the
cells and sealed with Valap. The cells were placed onto the microscope and observed with
the excitation objective only. The setup can be seen in Fig 3.6, where on the left, the lens
is shown and the dashed arrow represents the autofluorescence signal that would be getting
sent from S. cerevisiae. On the right of Fig 3.6 the dichroic mirror can be seen, where the 400
nm light is allowed to pass through and the 473 nm autofluorescence is allowed to be reflected
to the PMT. It is also shown that the dichroic is placed on a magnetic mount and allows for
precision alignment. The results from using this new setup can be seen in Fig 3.7. In Fig
3.7, the red outline is then enlarged to the left. Here, the autofluorescence of S. cerevisiae
is shown being excited by the 400 nm pump pulse only. Building the autofluorescence setup
back into the TAM is a great step forward into confirming some of the AmB studies, however
as we modified our system conditions as to be discussed in chapter 4.3.2 this was not able
to be done. However, now that the method to collect autofluorescence followed by a TAM
image is now in place, future studies are now setup to be more confirmatory.

3.4

Imaging the drug-membrane interaction on modelmembrane systems

Along with the living system studies, we also moved forward with studying the interaction of
AmB on model systems. Imaging AmB interacting with model membrane systems will lead
to further discovery of the drug and its mechanism independent of environmental factors
and free from cellular components. Using model membranes, we can also alter the lipid
composition along with the sterol content more easily than in the living system. Model
membrane systems come in various sizes, including small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), large
unilamellar vesicles (LUVs), and giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) which are tens of microns
large.[17, 18] For our studies, we used GUVs (1-10µm) which are closest in size to S. cerevisiae
which is approx. 5 µm in size.
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Figure 3.8: [A] Image of POPC-only GUV stained with FM4-64 [B] MVV with POPC-only
and incorporated with 5% biotin stained with FM4-64 dye. All scale bars are 5 µm

3.4.1

Preparation of vesicles

Preparing the model membrane system can be completed in one of two ways: gentle hydration
or electroswelling by a device. Both methods have been experimented with in the lab. Gentle
hydration involved many complex steps and led to inconsistent GUVs that were not stable
over long periods of time. Because of this, a commercial device called the Vesicle Prep Pro
by Nanion Technologies was used that has been proven to be reliable in the literature.[13] It
allows for formation of GUVs from 1-30 µm in diameter. To form the ideal GUV, parameters
such as temperature, current amplitude, and frequency can be manipulated to customize the
final GUV product.
We can also vary the lipid composition and introduce other components such as sterols
into the membrane as needed to mimic the conditions of a living system. Only GUVs
containing 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) have been synthesized so far and
were produced to model S. cerevisiae. The conditions used consisted of 3V and 10 Hz for 120
minutes. This produced GUVs with a size of ∼5 µm, which was desirable due to S. cerevisiae
being approx. 5 µm in diameter as well. The GUVs were observed using the fluorescent dye,
FM4-64. The fluorescent dye was in solution with DMSO and was incubated with the GUV
solution for approximately 30 minutes before imaging on the microscope. Results from the
Nanion device can be seen in Fig 3.8.
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3.4.2

Studies on vesicles

Modeling the S. cerevisiae system with the model membranes for observing AmB’s
mechanisms was not able to be carried out in full due to time constraints. More of this
study was spent on optimization of the GUV synthesis using the Vesicle Prep Pro device so
a more robust and reproducible preparation method could be perfected for future use. The
start of the GUV preparation using the Vesicle Prep Pro was to follow the base settings on
the device along with a protocol provided in the manual. This called for a 10 mM POPConly solution which was added in conjunction with a 0.2 M sucrose electroformation solution.
Using the base protocol led to GUVs in the 5-10µm size range, however, many did not swell
up very well and there were plenty of multivesicular vesicles (MVV) present in solution as
shown in Fig 3.8[B]. Multivesicular vesicles are intrusive to our studies because these contain
vesicles inside of vesicles, which is not desirable for studying drug-membrane effects. Due to
this problem, the formation method was modified a few ways. The first was to increase the
voltage from the base protocol to 3V and 10 Hz which produced consistently sized GUVs,
however we attempted to increase the yield by changing the settings again to 4V and 10 Hz.
However, this led to the same issues of unstable formation where we then settled at 3V and
10 Hz as the best formation setting due to the consistency of 5-10µm GUVs and the lack of
MVVs present in the solution.

3.5

Conclusion

The studies that have been completed previously and discussed in chapter 3.3.1 and the recent
studies discussed in chapter 3.3.2 show very significant differences in the data observed. The
previous studies consistently showed internal clusters of AmB in scans. The recent studies
also showed these clusters, but when environmental conditions were changed, ring formations
appear. More control studies are needed to determine if the effects we are seeing are coming
from the drug or from the environment. These controls include cells and only DMSO solution
with no AmB, along cells and only the various immobilization methods. The addition of
a new autofluorescence setup into the system will aid in future studies as a better way to
confirm the cell location and where the drug may be interacting. The efforts discussed here
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are not the end of the studies to be completed. The elucidation of the mechanism of action
of Amphotericin B is still of utmost importance. Model membrane systems may be the start
for understanding how the drug is interacting to different environments, lipid conditions,
and sterol contents as they can be modified easily in the lab. Once these modifications are
studied, and an idea of how AmB interacts with the changes in membrane compositions,
living system studies should then be commenced with a focus on more control studies, an
inclusion of autofluorescence, along with proper x-,y-,z-, scanning.
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Chapter 4
The study of Fungizone®
4.1

Motivation

We can successfully obtain signal off of Amphotericin B with our TAM system and have been
able to image interactions with the drug in living systems as shown in chapter 3. However,
while these studies are still innovative and unique, the concentrations and the solvents being
used in these studies are not at biologically relevant levels. In our previous study, AmB
was used in a solution of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) because of its low solubility in water.
DMSO is a solvent with potential health hazards, and treatment with a solution made
with this type of solvent would not be ideal.[26] Therefore, we have decided to look into a
more commercialized solution used to treat life-threatening infections. Another reason why
we decided to look into this solution, is its water solubility. In cell media, we have also
previously seen AmB to fall out of solution over time due to its low water solubility. The
commercialized solution is more commonly known as Fungizone® or “commercial AmB”
and consists of AmB, sodium deoxycholate, and water. The sodium deoxycholate is used
as a detergent to keep the AmB in suspension due to its low water solubility.[27] There are
other formulations of AmB that exist as discussed previously in Chapter 1.3, however, the
Fungizone formulation is the most readily available. After the interesting results seen in
section 3.3.2 with the varying effects of immobilization method and media choice, we then
shifted our studies to move toward studying Fungizone interactions with S. cerevisiae. The
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main reason we moved to Fungizone was to continue our flow cell studies, while not having
the additional concern of the AmB falling out of solution.

4.2

Preparation of Fungizone ®

The solutions that are available on the market are supplied in very low concentration ranges
(250 µg/mL) which is approximately 270 µM. To first verify if the Fungizone would respond
to our TAM system, the concentration of the AmB in the solution had to be increased
severalfold to increase the ability to obtain signal on the solution, which can then be diluted
further once the proper experimental conditions have been established. To do this, we
formulated a solution identical to the Fungizone solution which contained a higher amount
of AmB with the same molar ratio of sodium deoxycholate. The procedure was adapted
from Gangadhar et al. to create a solution with 500 µM of AmB, double the concentration
in the commercially available Fungizone.[27]
Procedure
1. 0.02073 g of deoxycholic acid sodium salt was added to 20 mL of ultrapure deionized
water in a 50mL beaker and placed on a stir plate until dissolved
2. 0.0231 g of amphotericin B was added slowly to the mixture of sodium deoxycholate
and water while maintaining constant stirring
3. 0.2 M sodium hydroxide solution was added dropwise with continuous stirring until
solution turned clear
4. pH of solution was tested and adjusted with 0.2 M phosphoric acid until reaching a
pH of 7.4
5. After a pH of 7.4 was reached and stabilized, the solution was brought up to a final
volume of 50 mL and placed in the freezer after use
This solution was verified by UV-Visible spectroscopy and is shown in Fig 4.1 to match the
commercial and homemade Fungizone, which also compares well with literature.[1, 27] The
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Figure 4.1: UV-Vis spectra of Commercial and Homemade Fungizone
homemade solution was also subjected to measurement by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
to determine the size of the micelle-like particles formed. A Zetasizer instrument by Malvern
Instruments was used in Dr. Bin Zhao’s lab in the chemistry department here at UTK to
determine the particle size of our solutions. The samples were ran in triplicate, and the zaverage was found to be 46.27 nm for the homemade solution as shown in Fig 4.2, compared
to a z-average of 53.90 nm in the Fungizone as shown in Fig 4.3. The results do not differ
significantly meaning the solutions are still very similar in composition. Having the higher
concentration of AmB present, will enable a greater probability of finding signal present
with our TAM system. The solution can also be scaled up to increase the concentration
of the drug if needed as long as the mole ratio of sodium deoxycholate and AmB remains
consistent.
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Figure 4.2: DLS measurement of homemade Fungizone

Figure 4.3: DLS measurement of commercial Fungizone
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Figure 4.4: TA scan and fit of the 500 µM house-made Fungizone solution described in
Chapter 4.2. Data is fit to a double exponential function resulting in a shorter lifetime
component of 3.5 ps and a longer component of 29 ps.

4.3
4.3.1

Study of Fungizone® with TAM
Amphotericin B Conditions

Once a higher concentration of AmB was able to be formulated in the Fungizone type
solution, it was placed into the Delrin flow cell device mentioned previously in Chapter 2.
While AmB in DMSO is Amphotericin B in its monomeric state, the Fungizone solution
is “controlled aggregation” meaning the drug is aggregated but still clear in solution. We
expect this “controlled aggregation” to give different dynamics on solution, however, we first
attempted to apply the same conditions that were used to the study monomeric Amphotericin
B. A 400 nm pump pulse was used, followed by a 550 nm probe pulse. At first, results were
expected to differ due to the aggregation present in the solution. However, we were surprised
to see a small signal increase from baseline when testing this solution with the standard AmB
wavelengths. While the Fungizone solution responded to the same experimental conditions
it did appear that the dynamics shown are different than from monomeric AmB (solution in
DMSO).
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This small signal can be seen in Fig 4.4. While this small signal was exciting because
we could get some of a response from the solution, it is not enough of an increase from the
baseline for our imaging studies. This data was fit to a double exponential by Zewail, et
al.[66] and resulted in a shorter lifetime component of 3.5 ps and a longer component of 29
ps. A 1 mM solution of Fungizone was also formulated in the lab and resulted in a similar
response. This ultimately led to changing the experimental conditions in the TAM setup to
get a better signal response which will be described in Chapter 4.3.2.

4.3.2

Modified Conditions

Due to the lack of response with the previous conditions used with Fungizone solution, we
decided to change the experimental conditions on the TAM system. To start, we discussed
our results with a colleague at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Dr. Yingzhong Ma.
We provided Dr. Ma with a sample of Fungizone solution, and signal was obtained with
the TA system at the ORNL lab. The TA setup there has the ability to scan over probe
wavelengths and see which one would be optimal for a study. While ours has this capability
as well, the white-light source at ORNL has higher stability and can produce better power
for the probe source than our PCF device in the lab.
From the data shown in Fig 4.5[A], it can be seen that below 580 nm there is weak signal,
and at approximately 635 nm, the highest signal can be seen from the solution. Due to the
results obtained at ORNL, we have decided to therefore change our TAM setup in the lab
to match the redder probe wavelengths to see this signal increase. It is important to note
that Dr. Ma was pumping the samples at 360 nm instead of 400 nm. Dr. Ma was pumping
at 360 nm to pump the aggregate peak as shown in Fig 4.5[B]. The aggregate peak of AmB
can most clearly be seen at 325 nm and rises as aggregation increases, however, the peak
at 360 nm also changes due to aggregation. Due to system limitations, we are pumping at
the static peak centered around 400 nm. We expect to still see signal at this peak because
this is present in all forms of AmB whether aggregated or monomeric, however, they may
not show as intense as he has seen in his study. To do this, the first step is to probe the
sample with a redder wavelength, and to switch the Femtowhite 800 PCF fiber which was
used previously, with a PCF device that will provide more intense wavelengths on the redder
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Figure 4.5: [A] TA scan from Dr. Ma at Oak Ridge National Laboratory of the Fungizone
solution described in Chapter 4.2 [B] UV-vis spectra of 25 µM AmB in water at varying pH
(adjusted with HCl or NaOH)
end of the spectrum. The Femotwhite CARS (coherent anti-stokes raman scattering) device
provides a redder spectrum (>600 nm) as compared to the Femtowhite 800 as can be seen
in Fig 4.6. While in this figure red wavelengths can be seen with the Femtowhite, these
wavelengths are low in power and are not sufficient for our studies. The red wavelengths
are extremely unstable, and the only stable wavelength for use in the Femtowhite 800 is the
dispersive wave described previously in section 1.2.1. However, the CARS fiber is designed
for intense redder shifted wavelengths as demonstrated in Fig 4.6. This fiber device will now
allow us to probe our sample on with red-shifted wavelengths and can be tuned similar to
the Femtowhite as discussed previously in Chapter 1.2.
Before the Fungizone solutions could be tested with the different fiber installed in the
TAM system, other conditions had to be re-aligned and re-verified now that a change was
made. Re-alignment with a new fiber in the setup required a change in the off-axis parabolic
mirror directly after the fiber to re-collimate the light, and then an adjustment on the SLM
line. The SLM line was to be adjusted due to the fact that a redder end of the spectrum
was now being used in the system, and it was initially optimized for green-blue light. The
first step when installing a new fiber device into the system requires a method called crosscorrelation frequency-resolved optical gating (xFROG). xFROG uses both the 800 nm pump
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Figure 4.6: [A] Spectra of Femtowhite 800 PCF at varying 800 nm input power [B] Spectra
of Femtowhite CARS PCF at varying 800 nm input power. Note the different wavelength
ranges.
and the ∼600 nm probe pulses of light which become mixed in a non-linear crystal such as
potassium diphosphate (KDP) to a create sum-frequency generation (SFG) to characterize
the output of the fiber.[43] If the xFROG is successful, the output of the fiber is properly
aligned through the SLM and the wavelengths needed are then reaching the microscope.
The uncompressed output of the fiber after the xFROG measurement is shown in Fig 4.7.
Compression of the fiber with xFROG has been discussed previously in our lab by Higgins et
al.[36] After this measurement is taken and is successful, finding temporal pulse overlap with
400 nm light is another critical piece needed before solution can be placed on the sample
stage. This has been the most significant hurdle in switching to a redder probe wavelength.
β-carotene can not be used as a standard solution in this case, because at wavelengths greater
than 550 nm, will give a rise to weak or little transient absorption signal.[61, 42] A different
standard solution had to be used in order to find our temporal overlap to move on with the
study.
The first solution to be attempted was malachite green. The malachite green oxalate
salt in water gives great linear absorption at ∼617 nm and at ∼424 nm as shown in Fig
4.8[A]. Its excited state dynamics have been proven in the literature to respond with a pump
wavelength of 400 nm and a probe wavelength of 615 nm.[54] A change in solvent from water
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Figure 4.7: xFROG spectrum of the Femtowhite 800 and 800 nm light
to ethanol was also attempted with malachite green and has also been previously studied and
gives similar linear absorption.[9] However, these results have not been able to be reproduced
in the lab. In result of the failed attempts at malachite green, other solutions were to be
explored.
The next attempted solution was one of trypan blue, normally used as a cell stain to
assess viability. This molecule demonstrates linear absorption at ∼580 nm, but very little
at 400 nm as shown in Fig 4.8[B].[15, 29] Studies on the excited state dynamics of trypan
blue are non-existent, due to its nature as a cell stain. However, since transient absorption
only requires the molecule to absorb light, we went ahead and flowed the solution over our
TAM system to attempt use this as a standard for the red-shifted probe wavelengths. This
solution was also unsuccessful in the attempts to obtain signal.
After these trials, we decided to go with β-carotene once again, even though it was
previously noted to give weak signal at wavelengths greater than 550 nm.[61, 42] The
temporal overlap of the new red-shifted probe wavelength and the 400 nm pump was found
with the β-carotene with a 500 µM solution in acetone. The spectra of the probe beam
used along with the respective TA scan can be seen in Fig 4.9. This data was fit to a
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Figure 4.8: [A] UV-Vis of 100µM Malachite Green in water [B] UV-Vis of 100µM Trypan
Blue in water
double exponential from Zewail, et al.[66] and resulted in a shorter component of 0.89 ps
and a longer component of 12.9 ps. This result was different than shown in Fig 2.10 due
to the red-shifted wavelengths (620-680 nm) used in this scan in comparison to 550 nm
used previously. Transient absorption spectroscopy has previously shown that the lifetime
of β-carotene is sensitive due to the difference in the probe wavelength and solvent used.[23]
Results from β-carotene did lead to possible CS2 compression for that day only as signal
suddenly disappeared with no instrumental changes in the following days.
Because of the issues with using the redder-shifted probe wavelengths, maintenance on
the TAM setup was to be completed. Alignment was checked at all positions and iris heights
were re-adjusted. There was some drifting of the probe beam as the position changed with the
time delay retroreflector which was fixed with alignment. The pump beam was also changing
in size as it was traveling through the line. The size change was due to an uncollimated pump
beam which stemmed from the off-axis parabolic mirror. It was ultimately concluded that
alignment issues were affecting the spatial overlap in the z-dimension into the TA microscope.
If the beams are temporally overlapped (in time) but are not perfectly spatially overlapped
(including z-dimension), signal can be weak or non-existent as the pulses will not be able to
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Figure 4.9: [A] Spectra of the probe beam used for the TA scan in [B]. [B] TA scan of
500µM β-carotene in acetone demonstrating weak signal response utilizing the red-shifted
probe wavelengths. Data was fit to a double exponential resulting in a shorter component
of 0.89 ps and a longer component of 12.9 ps.
interact with each other. Proper collimation of both beams of light could lead to a better
z-dimension overlap, or a re-build of the 400 nm light pump beam setup may need to take
place with a swap out of various optics. Ultimately, the collimation of the lines need to be
perfected properly. The size of the lenses and the off-axis parabolic mirror may need to be
changed and optimized for a better pump beam size down the table. Another issue that
may coincide with this and to be adjusted with the 400 nm pump line is the prism size used
for compression. The current 400 nm line contains 15 mm SF10 dispersion compensating
prisms for compression where the beams both fit, but a 25 mm SF10 prism may allow for
more room for alignment and less constraints in the setup. The current prism size allows
for the incoming and return beam to fit properly, but with a properly collimated beam the
size may be too large for these 15 mm prisms. Having a larger size in the beam line can
ease in alignment and collimation, ultimately resulting in finding a better overlap in the
z-dimension. A better compound may also need to be used to find t=0 for pulse overlap.
However, malachite green and trypan blue may be good candidates when the beam paths
are properly orientated into the microscope.
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4.4

Conclusion

Fungizone is a solution of Amphotericin B that is used commercially to treat those with a lifethreatening fungal infection when other methods have failed to help. Due to its availability
and functionality, knowing how this widely-used formulation interacts with living fungal
systems is crucial. Once more is known of how Fungizone interacts with fungal cells, more
specialized treatments could be developed, or even new formulations of Amphotericin B
itself. The data obtained at ORNL by Dr. Ma also sheds new light on how aggregated forms
of AmB may interact with light differently than monomeric AmB in solution with DMSO.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Directions
A new and improved permanent flow cell device was developed and constructed to be used
with transient absorption microscopy. The device was used to obtain ultrafast dynamics
of molecules in solution and is still being used to this day for that same purpose. The
innovation that this device brings will allow for future studies to be completed with TAM
on other molecules of interest and can be further improved if necessary. It also aids in our
aim of observing drug-membrane interactions on living systems by the ability to observe the
flow of drug over cells, as well as in the verification of our pulse compression and instrument
response, which is crucial when calculating a lifetime of a sample when studying its dynamics.
The development of this device was truly innovative for our lab, for our studies on solutions
and to improve on our study of Amphotericin B in both living and model systems.
The studies on Amphotericin B also led to some interesting information on how the drug
is interacting with the membranes of fungal systems. From previous to more recent studies,
a stable conclusion has not been able to be reached. This leads us to say that the interaction
between the living system and Amphotericin B may be impacted by environmental factors
and is sensitive to environmental changes. Previous studies have shown what looks like
internalization of the drug into the cell, however, recent studies have shown what looks like
membrane interactions and no internalization. To come to a clear conclusion of what is
occurring here, more control studies need to take place with and without AmB in solution
with the media changes and immobilization changes to see if these effects are actually
sensitive to the drug’s interactions. The model membrane systems are also a good direction
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to start modifying the membrane components without the interactions of immobilization
methods or media to simply just observe the drug-membrane interactions. The addition of a
new method of autofluorescence was also built into the instrument, which will also add in a
new way of verification to these new levels of studies which was not available for the media
and immobilization change study as discussed in this thesis.
Studies on the Fungizone ® solution were also novel and did yield fascinating results.
We were able to replicate the commercial solution with a homemade in-lab solution with
a higher concentration of AmB to use in our TAM studies with similar properties as the
manufactured solution. We were also able to obtain signal on the solution for the first
time with our TAM system using the same conditions that we have used previously for
AmB. We then collaborated with Dr. Ma at ORNL who helped us obtain TA data on the
solution to optimize our conditions to the proper probe wavelength. This leads us to reason
that controlled aggregation of AmB in the micellar-type formation found in Fungizone gives
different dynamics than monomeric AmB in solution. We were able to switch our TAM
system to a red-shifted PCF which provided the wavelength needed, however, conditions
were not sufficient to obtain any applicable data on the solution. Future works are in-place
to attempt to obtain signal from this solution with the redder probe wavelengths on the
TAM setup.
Overall, a new and robust flow cell device was designed and manufactured and led to
progress on studying ultrafast dynamics of various solutions in the lab, and also aided
in our goal of imaging drug-membrane interactions in vivo. We have also collected more
imaging data on AmB’s interaction with S. cerevisiae which contradicts what was seen
before, leaving more questions to be asked, but also possibly suggesting AmB’s interaction
is environmentally sensitive. Model membrane conditions were also optimized and became
more stable due to the protocols established with the Vesicle Prep Pro device and are now
more reproducible to be used for future studies. With the help of Dr. Ma at ORNL we now
have a clear path to study commercial Fungizone with living systems and could study the
difference in interactions with this solution as well. The studies of AmB’s mechanism of
action are not over yet, but some more light has been shed on what it may be doing to the
cells, and why it’s been so effective over the past 50 years.
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